TOGETHER
for

TOMORROW

FEBRUARY 5 - APRIL 30, 2021
United Way Quad Cities has joined forces with the Regional Development Authority (RDA) to
launch a new initiative aimed to curate and enhance local programs and services to students
and their families during the COVID-19 pandemic and beyond.
WHAT IT IS _____________________________________________________________________
Together for Tomorrow is a problem-solving cohort in response to the impact of COVID-19.
The cohort, designed to promote organic collaboration, will consist of education-focused
nonprofits who have an emphasis on serving parents, students or teachers.
The cohort will consist of 15 to 20 leaders from nonprofits, grassroots organizations and local social
entrepreneurs, located in Scott or Rock Island counties. Each will represent various size organizations,
and different neighborhoods and service markets, all coming together to innovate around a specific
challenge area.
The first Quad-Cities cohort will be designing innovations to strengthen the literacy ecosystem
surrounding Black and Hispanic children (newborn to third-grade), including child care settings, out-ofschool-time programs, and parent support services.
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Over the course of seven workshops, the group will meet virtually to walk through the Community
Innovation Framework. Between sessions, members will conduct practicum activities and meet in
pairs to build relationships and strengthen each other’s work.
The End Goal: The collective goal of the cohort is to contribute toward increasing by 30% the number
of Quad-Cities students reading on grade-level by third grade by 2030.
Up to $100,000 in prize grant funding — provided by the generosity of Women United, a donor network of
United Way Quad Cities — is available to support implementation of the most innovative and impactful
solution(s).

EXPECTED OUTCOMES _____________________________________________________________
At the end of the cohort, each member will have:
• Refined challenge statements with supporting quantitative and qualitative data
• Innovative, scalable programs/services designed & piloted
• New organizational partnerships activated
• Initial plans for scaling the developed innovation

APPLY NOW!
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HOW IT IS DIFFERENT ______________________________________________________________
This is not another webinar or digital panel on how to respond to the current crisis. Those things are excellent
resources and have their part to play, but this experience is fundamentally different in a few key ways:
•

The cohort model builds long-lasting, authentic relationships. The small and diverse nature of the
cohort will create new connections between leaders who likely haven’t crossed paths much in the past.

•

Each session will be interactive and responsive. We will provide plenty of information, skills, and
resources, but always with the opportunity for participants to engage one another and shape the
learnings.

•

Every member will leave with a tangible, vetted plan to address their challenge. We will not deal in
theory or hypotheticals. We will leverage real-time data and context to design, pilot, improve, and
execute sustainable solutions.

•

We will strive for solutions that are needed today and that will remain relevant well into the future.
Instead of an obstruction, the present crisis will be viewed as a catalyst for designing strategies that
can propel organizations into new trajectories of impact.

•

We will achieve success together. The collective knowledge, networks, and creativity of the cohort and
its supporters will be leveraged to fill gaps and grow capacity.

WORKSHOP CONTENT __________________________________________________________
SESSION 1 | FRIDAY, FEB. 5, 2021

SESSION 5 | FRIDAY, MARCH 19, 2021

TOMORROW STARTS TODAY
Getting to know each other and the
landscape we are working in

FEEDBACK
Designing, implementing, and collecting
feedback on rapid pilots in a virtual world

SESSION 2 | FRIDAY, FEB. 12, 2021

SESSION 6 | FRIDAY, APRIL 2, 2021

IMMERSION
Determining core community needs in a
meaningful, actionable, and equitable way

SYNERGY
Sharing our learnings, improving solutions,
and capitalizing on synergy

SESSION 3 | FRIDAY, MARCH 5, 2021

SESSION 7 | FRIDAY, APRIL 9, 2021

OPPORTUNITY - Part 1
Synthesizing immersion findings to identify
deep needs and possibilities for impact

SCALE
Adapting communications, human capital,
and fundraising strategies to support scaling

SESSION 4 | FRIDAY, MARCH 12, 2021

BONUS | WEEK OF APRIL 26, 2021

OPPORTUNITY - Part 2
Dreaming big about innovative solutions
without ignoring real constraints

PITCH NIGHT
Celebrating our achievements and
doling out $100,000 in prize funds

Apply today! Application closes Jan. 24.
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PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS ______________________________________________________
While we are sensitive to putting additional demands on organizations during this time, we feel these
requirements will make the cohort a beneficial experience for all. Each participating organization must:
•

Be able to commit to up to two hours per week for cohort engagements and/or practicum work

•

Commit to making at least six out of the seven workshop sessions

•

Have approval from an executive leader

•

Have at least one program or service connected to early learning

•

Be committed to innovative, boundary-pushing thinking to meet community needs

APPLY NOW!

ABOUT YOUR HOSTS _________________________________________________________________
United Way Quad Cities
United Way is a community-based social change organization that puts opportunity in the
hands of all Quad Citizens. Working with our determined partners, volunteers, advocates
and donors, we lead the charge to improve education, income and health – the building
blocks of opportunity. The result is a mobilized community where every Quad Citizen is
living their best possible life. Learn more at unitedwayqc.org
CoSpero Consulting
We exist to see communities flourish by supporting mission-minded organizations
to sustain and advance their impact. With years of on-the-ground experience in the
education, nonprofit, and civic sectors, we understand the complex challenges our clients
address every day. We want to link arms with you and those you serve to help realize your
vision for social change. Learn more at cosperoconsulting.com

PARTNERS ________________________________________________________________________
UNITED WAY

WOMEN UNITED

Want to learn more before applying?
Join us for one of two virtual Q&As on
Wed., Jan. 13, at 8:30-9:30 a.m. and 3-4 p.m.
(Advanced registration required.)

For more information, contact United Way
Chief Operating Officer & Vice President of
Community Impact Karrie Abbott at
kabbott@unitedwayqc.org.

